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DIGEST:

1, Protest after bid opening that bid sample
should not have been required to be sub-
mitted as part of the bid, because it did
not make economic sense to manufacture a
sample until the bidder knew it was being
considered for award is untimely under the
Bid Protest Procedures.

2. Rejection of bid because sample submitted
as part of bid was a smaller quantity than
required was proper, since IFB provided
that failure to submit bid samples in the
quantity required by bid opening would
result in rejection of the bid and GAO
has held that, if a bid sample is required
as a part of the bid and the bidder submits
a sample which deviates from the IFB, the
bidder may not furnish a different sample
after bids are opened.

The Favorite Plastic Corporation (Favorite)
protests the rejection of its low bid under invitation
for bids (IFB) No. BEP-81-143 (TA) issued by the,

i7: Bureau of Engraving and Printing (Bureau), Department
',- of the Treasury, for the procurement of clear poly-

ethylene (shrink) film for use in automatic wrapping
machines.

'! We dismiss the protest in part and deny the
4. protest in part.

The bid was rejected as nonresponsive because
/ the bid sample was in a smaller quantity than required.
'!1 The IFB stated that the sample would be used in Bureau

equipment under production conditions to observe whether
the shrink film is suitable for wrapping operations.

too( The IFB required a two-roll sample representative of
lo, , the material offered. Two sample rolls were required
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because the1 Bureau equipment uses a top roll and bottom
roll of film that seal together to form an overwrap for
a pack of 4,000 notes. Favorite submitted a sample
piece of film approxim4tely 3 feet long, The sample
was insufficient for the contemplated production test,
Thus, the Bureau was unable to determine if the product
Favorite offered met the requirements of the Bureau,

Favorite objects to the sample requirement on the
grounds that it did not make economic sense to manufacture
a sample until it knew that it was being considered for
award, Further, Favorite states that the Bureau should
have requested it to submit anothet sample after the
bids were opened wher. it became apparent that Favorite
was the low bidder,

The IFB stated that bid samplen mugt be furnished
as a part of thl bid in the required quantity and that
failure to furnish the samples by bid opening will
require rejection of the bid, Thus, Favorite's complaint
after bid opening that a bid sample should not have been
required as a part of the bid is untimely, Our Bid
Protest Procedures require- *hat protests based upon
alleged improprieties in an IFB which are apparent prior
to bid opening be filed prior to bid opening. 4 CFP.Re
§ 21,2(b)(1) (1981),

While Favorite contends that it should have been
allowed to submit another sample after the bid opening,
the IFB provided specifically that the, failure to-submit
bid samples in the quantity required by bid opening would
result in rejection of the bid, Further, we have held
that if a bid sample is required as a part of the bid-
and the bidder submits a sample which deviates from the
IFB requirements, the bidder may not furnish a dif'nrent
sample after the bids are opened. Kaufman DeDell krintinpj
Inc., B-181231, March 24, 1975, 75-1 CPD 172. Therefore,
the rejection of the Favorite bid because the sample was
smaller in quantity than required was proper.
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